
SAFETY EYEWEAR IS AN EXCELLENT PHYSICAL 
BARRIER THAT HELPS TO PROTECT FROM 
SPLASHES AND DROPLETS AND TO REDUCE 
WORKPLACE ACCIDENTS.

However, whether you wear safety glasses, goggles 
or protective eye shields, fog can quickly become a 
problem. That’s why it is necessary to select a product 
adapted to both your frequency of use and your needs. 
This range of glasses, goggles, OTG and accessories 
combines protection and accessibility to protect your 
highly exposed employees.
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SAFETY EYEWEAR

RUSH
Equipped with an anti-scratch and anti-fog coating on both 
sides of the lens, RUSH helps to reduce workplace accidents.

+ Upper protection 

+ Fully recyclable all polycarbonate frame

+ Ultimate comfort and reliability

+ Adjustable PVC nose bridge

BL30
Equipped with an anti-scratch and anti-fog coating on both 
sides of the lens, BL30 ensures absolute long-lasting comfort. 

+ Upper protection

+ Lightweight frame

+ Stop-in system (on the hinge of the temples)

+ Universal fit

 1652301  PSSBL30-014 

RUSH+
Rush+ ensures comfort and style while staying safe. 
Equipped with Platinum anti-fog and anti-scratch coating.

+ Adjustable non-slip bridge and lightweight

+ Co-injected, ultra-flexible and bi-colour temples

+ Anti-fog & Anti-scratch  coating

+ Smaller version designed for narrow faces

S10
Equipped with an anti-fog coating, S10 offers an excellent 
quality/price ratio. 

+ Ultra wraparound design

+ Thin temples compatible with other PPE

+ Screwless hinges

+ Resistant to fogging

 PSSRUSP085  
 PSSS10001 

RUSH+ SMALL

 PSSRUSP0862 
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SAFETY EYEWEAR OTG

TG12
Simple and economical, TG12 model helps to reduce 
workplace accidents.

+ Single lens frame for better vision 

+ Anti-fog coating

+ Wide temples for better protection

+ Fits over prescription glasses

OVERRIDE
Equipped with an anti-scratch and anti-fog coating on both sides 
of the lens, OVERRIDE helps to reduce workplace accidents

+ Single piece polycarbonate distortion free lens

+ Close fitting high contour design

+ Adjustable extendable temple arms

+ Fits over prescription glasses

 PSOTG12009  1650515 

TRYON OTG
This advanced over–the–glasses eye protection can be worn 
with most prescription glasses. TRYON OTG helps to reduce 
workplace accidents.

+ Soft upper protection (TPR)

+ Co-injected, ultra-flexible and extendable temples

+ Anti-fog & Anti-scratch  coating

+  temples

PSOTRYO014 
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SAFETY GOGGLES
VERSATILE GOGGLES FOR HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY

COVERALL
Versatile for healthcare nvironments that includes high 
fogging resistance and optional OTG.

+ Adjustable Nylon Strap

+ Indirect upper and lower vented

+ Anti-fog & Anti-scratch coating

+ Fits over prescription glasses
1686101

ATOM
ATOM goggles combine ultimate protection and comfort to 
help reduce workplace accidents. 

+  Lightweight PVC frame 

+ Adjustable Strap

+ Indirect vented and Top Vent Closed models

+ Anti-fog & Anti-scratch  coating
1652801 
1652821 
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DISPOSABLE EYE PROTECTION

PSONINK010 
FULL KIT
PSONINS010 
MINI KIT

PSPNINKQ01 
LENS BOX

PSLNINKP01 
FRAME BOX

NINKA is a protective eye shield that is cost effective and 
accessible to all. It was specifically designed for the service and 
healthcare industries.

NINKA

Designed to fit the first reponders’ needs, DFS face shield is 
simple to use, economical, protective and can be worn over 
glasses.

DFS4

+ 4 Packaging sizes to fit all demands

+ Protection against splashes & droplets

+ Simple & quick lens replacement

+ Visor size: 23 x 7cm

+ Ready-to-use packaging

+ Anti-fog material & removable protective film

+ Adapted to prescription glasses

+ Protection against blood and body fluids

+ Elastic headband

+ Upper frame protection

+ Ergonomic tipgrip temples without pressure points

+ Protective film on both sides of the lens

PFSDFS4107
MODEL DFS4


